UNIVERSITY AND DEPARTMENT AWARDS

Accounting
Greg Surette ..................................... Outstanding Graduate Student in Accounting
Alberto Calderon ................................ Outstanding Senior in Accounting

African American Studies Program
Brandon Girrard-Kidd Jordan .................... Dr. Carter G. Woodson Award

Art
Jose Luis Ponce .................................... Outstanding Senior in Graphic Design
Luis R. Porras-Garcia ................................. Outstanding Senior in Painting

Center for Inter-American and Border Studies
John Meza ............................................. Outstanding Graduate Student in Latin American and Border Studies
Lorena Tabares ................................ Outstanding Senior in Latin American and Border Studies
Mirel Argueta ........................................ Center for Inter-American and Border Studies Professional Achievement Award
Amaris DelCarmen Guzmán ........................ Outstanding Graduate Thesis in Latin American and Border Studies

Chicano Studies
Ivo Gomez ............................................ Outstanding Senior in Chicano Studies

Clinical Laboratory Science
Ryan R. Casao .................................... Outstanding Senior in Clinical Laboratory Science

Communication
Anthony Michael Jimenez ........................ Outstanding Senior in Communication Studies
Sofia Isabel Chávez Barraso ..................... Outstanding Senior in Electronic Media
Juan Pablo Blanco ................................ Outstanding Senior in Media Advertising
Davi Israel Kallman ................................ Outstanding Senior in Organizational and Corporate Communication
Lizette Angelica Espinoza ........................ Outstanding Senior in Print Media

Computer Science
Jaime C. Acosta .................................. Outstanding Graduate Student in Computer Science
Hugo D. Porras .................................. Outstanding Senior in Computer Science
Ana Quevedo ........................................ Ron Challman Award
Amritam Sarcar .................................. Outstanding Graduate Thesis in Computer Science

Creative Writing
Diego J. Bustos Deaza .......................... Outstanding Graduate Student in Creative Writing
Natalie Adel Scenters-Zapico ................ Outstanding Senior in Creative Writing
Criminal Justice Program
Marshal Stephen DeMunbrun.......................... Outstanding Senior in Criminal Justice

Economics and Finance
Lee Allison ................................................. Outstanding Senior in Finance

Education
Melody Bolton........................................ Outstanding Senior in Education (co-recipient)
Silvia Dorador......................................... Outstanding Senior in Education (co-recipient)
Esmeralda Subia .................................... Outstanding Senior in Education (co-recipient)

Educational Psychology and Special Services
Ashley Mansfield........................................ Outstanding Graduate Student in Educational Diagnostician
Fizza T. Munaim ........................................ Outstanding Graduate Student in Guidance and Counseling
Marisela Ramos ..................................... Outstanding Graduate Student in Special Education
Tiffany Harris ......................................... Outstanding Senior in Special Education

Engineering
Alejandra Sandoval................................. Society of Women Engineers Student Chapter 2010 Award

English
Amanda E. Cuellar ........................................ Outstanding Graduate Student in English and American Literature
Carmen Marie Meza .................... Outstanding Senior in English and American Literature
Sandra Flores................................. Outstanding Senior in English Language Arts
Nikki Agee ................................ Outstanding Graduate Thesis in Rhetoric & Writing Studies

History
Scott Comar ......................................... Outstanding Graduate Student in History
Lorenzo Armando Rubio .................. Outstanding Senior in History
Edith Estrada Yañez .................. Outstanding History Department Citizen
Scott Comar ................................ Outstanding Graduate Thesis in History

Industrial, Manufacturing and Systems Engineering
Delia Villanueva .................. Outstanding Graduate Student in Industrial Engineering
Jesus Mendoza ........................ Outstanding Graduate Student in Manufacturing Engineering
Juan Saavedra .................. Outstanding Senior in Industrial Engineering
Juan Saavedra .................. Outstanding Industrial Engineering Peer Mentor and Leader Award
Noel Chavez .................. Outstanding Industrial Engineering Senior Design Project Award
Salvador Cordero .................. Outstanding Industrial Engineering Senior Design Project Award
Francisco Villegas .................. Outstanding Industrial Engineering Senior Design Project Award

Intelligence and National Security Studies
Daniel Miranda ........................ Outstanding Graduate Student in International and National Security Studies
Inter-American Jewish Studies Program
Stephanie Laize .................. Outstanding Senior in Inter-American Jewish Studies

Kinesiology
Heather R. Hollinsworth .................. Outstanding Senior in Exercise Science
Gregory C. Hiett ........................ Outstanding Senior in Physical Education
Christopher R. Estrada .................. Outstanding Graduate Thesis in Kinesiology

Languages and Linguistics
Nancy Patricia Garcia .................. Outstanding Senior in French
Sylvia Estella Royval de Villa .......... Outstanding Senior in Spanish
Marina Kalashnikova .................. Outstanding Graduate Thesis in Linguistics

Leadership Studies
Travis Votaw .................. Outstanding Graduate Student in Leadership Studies

Marketing and Management
Alexis A. Dowling .................. Outstanding Graduate Student in International Business
Pilar Correa ........................ Outstanding Senior in Human Resources
Dacia Aguirre-Darancon ................ Outstanding Senior in Management
Cristina Corral .................. Outstanding Senior in Marketing

Materials and Metallurgical Engineering
Sara M. Gaytan ........................ Outstanding Graduate Student in Materials
Brenda I. Machado .................. Outstanding Graduate Student in Materials
Jonathan Contreras .................. Outstanding Senior in Materials
Krista Amato .......................... The Henry P. & Margaret F. Ehrlinger Memorial Award
Sylvia L. Natividad .................. The Henry P. & Margaret F. Ehrlinger Memorial Award
Brenda I. Machado .................. Outstanding Graduate Thesis in Materials

Mathematical Sciences
Tami K. Dashley .................. Outstanding Graduate Student in Mathematics
Angel Davalos ........................ Outstanding Graduate Student in Statistics
Cesar Garza-Garza .................. Outstanding Graduate Thesis in Mathematical Sciences

Music
Rebeca Rosales .................. Outstanding Senior in Music Education
Duncan Blake .................. Outstanding Senior in Music Theory and Composition

Nursing
Melissa Hilliard .................. Outstanding Graduate Student in Nursing Clinical Specialist
Elaine Whaley .................. Outstanding Graduate Student in Nursing Systems Management
Ruben Medrano .................. Outstanding Senior in Nursing

Philosophy
Francisco Javier Pallares .................. Outstanding Senior in Philosophy
Crisol Escobedo .................. Outstanding Graduate Thesis in Philosophy
Physical Therapy
Christin Ann Boswell.................. Outstanding Graduate Student in Physical Therapy

Political Science
Douglas Block.......................... Outstanding Graduate Student in Political Science
George Mansouraty........................ Outstanding Senior in Political Science
Irene R. Mendoza........................ Outstanding Graduate Thesis in Political Science

Psychology
Belem G. López.......................... Outstanding Senior in Psychology

Public Administration
Mirjana Babic.......................... Outstanding Graduate Student in Public Administration
Dawa Penjor.......................... Outstanding Graduate Student in Public Administration (co-recipient)
Christopher D. Celaya.................. Outstanding Public Administration Research Award (co-recipient)
Elizabeth De La O.................. Outstanding Public Administration Research Award (co-recipient)
Miguel A. Zamora.................. Outstanding Public Administration Research Award (co-recipient)

Public Health Sciences
Erika Gonzalez Beltran............... Outstanding Graduate Student in Border and Hispanic Health
Erika Gonzalez Beltran................ Outstanding Graduate Thesis in Public Health Sciences

Social Work
Rebecca Gamboa........................ Outstanding Achievement Award
Veronica Briones........................ Outstanding Senior in Social Work

Sociology and Anthropology
Rocio C. Lemus Rodriguez........ Outstanding Graduate Student in Sociology
Nancy Ortega........................ Outstanding Senior in Anthropology
Samuel Sosa........................ Outstanding Senior in Sociology

Speech Language Pathology
Ailbhe T. Cormack-Aboud............... Outstanding Graduate Student in Speech Language Pathology

Theatre and Dance
Linda Marquez........................ Outstanding Senior in Dance
Orlando Felipe Rodriguez........ Outstanding Senior in Theatre Arts: Tech & Design

Women’s Studies Program
Carmen Marie Meza........................ Outstanding Senior in Women’s Studies